BAC Recap.
June – July 2017
Session

Main

Stream

Reading texts

Arts

Internet Addict Training
Center

Task 1: Paragraph about Facebook
Task 2 : email about the best holiday

Humanities

Najat Belkacem

Task 1: A paragraph about improvement in your city
TAsk 2: A thank you letter to a helpful teacher
Task 1: A paragraph about improvements in school
Task 2: email about favourite films
Task 1: Paragraph about Alqaraouiyyine University
Task 2 : email about advice to stop smoking

All Sc and Tech Selfie

Make-up

Writing topics

Arts

Global Teacher Award

Humanities

Global Teacher Award

All Sc and Tech Lifeline Express: Train
Hospital

Task 1: A paragraph about favourite TV programe
Task 2: An article about the best city of the year
Task 1: Paragraph about Alqaraouiyyine University
Task 2: An article about how young people should stay
healthy

BAC Recap.
June – July 2016
Session

Main

Stream

Reading texts

Arts

Women’s hard life in Tizi
Oussem

Task 1: email about visiting Morocco
Task 2 : response to email about chatting and playing
video games

Humanities

Nour project in Morocco

Task 1: email about visiting Morocco
TAsk 2: A thank you letter to a helpful teacher
Task 1: Completing a paragraph about favorite sport
Task 2: response to email about chatting and playing
video games

All Sc and Tech Cardiopad: A new medical
invention

Make-up

Writing topics

Arts

Child labour in Cambodia

Task 1: Paragraph about the most important invention
Task 2 : report on an event on the importance of reading

Humanities

Street children in Rio

Task 1: A paragraph about favourite TV programe
Task 2: An article about the best city of the year

All Sc and Tech M. Ghandi & M. L. King

Task 1: Paragraph about the most important invention
Task 2: An article about the best city of the year

June – July 2015

Session

Stream
Arts

Reading texts
Call centers in Morocco

Humanities
Main

Under-age marriage in
Morocco
All Sc and Tech Disabled people in Morocco
Arts

Make-up

Nobel Peace Prize winner
Malala Yousefzai
Humanities
Water system in an African
village
All Sc and Tech Ebola

Writing topics
Task 1: use of mobile phones
Task 2 A paragraph about causes pushing girls to
leave school early
An article about the floods in the south of
Morocco Nov-Dec 2014
A letter to the editor about teenagers reaction to
adult advice
Report on reducing road accidents
Report on reducing road accidents
Email to give advice to a friend who decided to
pursue medical studies

BAC Recap.
June – July 2014

Session

Stream
Arts
Humanities

Main

Make-up

Reading texts
Young African’s dream to
emigrate
Choumicha

All Sc and Tech Quitting smoking
Arts

Ibn Sina’s biography

Humanities

Youth and politics

All Sc and Tech Brain drain as a challenge to
Morocco

Writing topics
A report about an environmental event
A story of a successful person
A letter to the editor about teenagers reaction to
adult advice
An article about changes to make Moroccan rural
areas a better place to live
An e-mail about the negative effects of chatting
and playing video games
An article about the advantages and
disadvantages of using bicyles

June – July 2013

Session

Stream

Reading texts

Writing topics

Arts

Film industry in Ouarzazate

A film review

Humanities

J.K. Rowling (Harry Potter)

An article about women working out or staying at
home

Main

Make-up

All Sc and Tech Ingar Kamprad’s success
story (IKEA)
Arts
Changes in Americans’ eating
habits
Humanities
Gad Elmaleh: a talented
humourist
All Sc and Tech Messi: a football legend

An e-mail reply about relations with familly
An e-mail reply about Ramadan in Morocco
A letter to school magazine about TV
programmes for gifted youths
A report about the “Sand Marathon”

June – July 2012
Session

Stream

Reading texts

Arts

Main

Make-up

Writing topics

A muslim woman footballer in
Germany
Humanities
Egyptian Club for citizenship
launching a project for blood
donation (Egypt)
All Sc and Tech A drop-out becoming a
successful nurse and mother
(US)
Arts
School Buses in India (India)

A short article about the advantages of learning
foreign languages
An email explaining why skilled people emigrate
and suggesting ways to encourage them to stay in
their countries
An email to a website about favourite TV
programme

Humanities

An article about the advantages and
disadvantages of building a chemical factory in
the neighbourhood
An article about parents limiting and controlling
children’s use of the Internet

Youth Voluntary work in
Egypt (Egypt)

All Sc and Tech A successful Moroccan
Women cooperative
(Morocco)

An email to an English penfriend describing a
Moroccan cultural event

June – July 2011
Session

Stream
Arts
Humanities

Reading texts
A hardworking immigrant
from Zimbabwe
Mixed marriages in Morocco

Writing topics
A short article about about the most important
technological invention
An article about the causes and consequences of
road accidents

Main

Make-up

All Sc and Tech Effect of cell phone use on
health

An email to a foreigner about a good city in
Morocco to live in

Arts

Facebook

An email to an English penfriend an impressive
person

Humanities

Elderly people in Morocco

An email about advice for an enjoyable stay in
Morocco
An article about how people can protect the
environment

All Sc and Tech Literacy programmes in
Morocco

June – July 2010
Session

Stream
Arts
Humanities

Reading texts
Muhammad Yunus and
microcredits
Computer addiction

Writing topics
An article about the advantages and
disadvantages of mobile phones
An e-mail to describe the best place one has ever
visited

Main
All Sc and Tech Child maids in Morocco

An article for “Environment” magazine to explain
the environment problems in the city, town or
village and suggest solutions to solve
them
Humanities
A story of an active
A short article to describe an end of school year
handicapped girl in a village in party
the Rif mountains
All Sc and Tech Young girl leaving home
An article for a school magazine about the
reasons and the effects of dropping out of school
Arts

Make-up

An e-mail about free time activities

Biography of Bill Gates

June – July 2009
Session

Stream

Reading texts

Writing topics

Arts

Working women in Kuwait

Email about one’s or a friend’s problem

Humanities

Dropping out of school

Essay about causes and consequences of illiteracy
+ suggestions

Main

Make-up

All Sc and Tech Street children

A short article about the consequences of drug
taking on youth’s health and education

Arts

Run- away girl

A short article about the advantages of using the
internet at home, in education and business

Humanities

A successful businesswoman
( Prickly pears)

A short article about the role of civic associations

All Sc and Tech Educating girls in rural areas

A short article about a project realized by a local
NGO

June – July 2008
Session

Stream
Arts

Main

Make-up

Reading texts
Kofi Apraku

Writing topics

Writing a report about some voluntary work one
participated in or heard about
Humanities
A young inventor ( glue)
A story about someone who got a diploma and
emigrated to another country to work
All Sc and Tech Rachida : Literacy in Ain Jdid A letter to a pen friend about an event celebrated
in Morocco
Arts
Text messaging
An article about your experience as a student and
the benefits you get from school in general
Humanities
A rural girl’s education
A film review
(Dar Attaliba)
All Sc and Tech Thomas Edison
Writing a story of an illiterate relative or
neighbour who benefited from literacy classes

June – July 2007
Session

Stream
Arts

Reading texts
Educating rural girls in Egypt

An essay on how to make a school a better place
for learning

Option Langues Indian immigrants in the US

A formal letter on how to use a donation for a
local project

All Sc and Tech ????????????????

Environmentalists warn that water pollution is a real
danger to humanity and nature. Write an article for your
school magazine describing the causes of this
phenomenon and suggesting some practical solutions.
(Approximately 150 words.)

Arts

An essay about the importance of music in one’s
life
????????????
A short article about the positive effects of
scientific and technological inventions on our way
of life

Main

Make-up

Writing topics

Civil war refugee

Humanities
??????????????
All Sc and Tech Traffic jams in Caracas

June – July 2006
Session

Stream

Reading texts

African Immigrants’ housing
and employment problems in
Paris
Option Langues Debate on phoning while
driving
Lettres orig
Aziza, a domestic child in
Casablanca
Arts

Main

All Sc and Tech Rosa parks
Arts

Make up

Child labour

Option Langues ????????????????
Lettres orig

Television viewing
????????????????????

All Sc and Tech

Writing topics
Essay about living in Morocco or abroad after
finishing education
An essay about the role of recreational activities
in our life
Writing the biog of Fatima Mernissi from a chart
Essay about Moroccan women’s conditions and
roles both in the past and the present
A short article about causes and consequences of
child labour in Morocco + suggestions to solve the
problem
?????????????????
A response to a letter giving advice to solve a
problem
?????????????????

